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Introduction
It is hard to envisage representative government, save in terms of unified political parties. Legislative voting unity is a precondition for responsible party
government. Existing scholarship has focused extensively on explaining patterns
of unified party voting within legislatures by references to presidential versus
parliamentary forms of government (see, e.g., Bowler et al. 1999; Carey 2007;
Tsebelis 2002). Institutions associated with parliamentary systems, such as the vote
of confidence mechanism, are said to enhance party voting unity (Huber 1996).
Explanations of variation in party voting unity across parliamentary regimes have
been limited.
Our aim, beyond a mere description of the behaviour of legislators in casting
floor votes, is to build on the scarce exceptions that attempt to link party unity in
the legislature and the varying degree to which electoral and other institutions
shape the behaviour of legislators (Carey 2007; Depauw 2003; Hix 2004; Hix et al.
2005; Sieberer 2006), and progress towards a general comparative framework that
allows us to explain variation in the level of party voting not just between different
political systems but also between parties operating in the same political system.
The institutions that we focus on are the electoral system, the candidate selection
system and the opportunities that party leaders have to promote legislators to
higher political office.1
Notwithstanding recent attempts to introduce a comparative approach to understanding party unity the problems with this existing body of knowledge are manifold.
Most analysis has tended to employ only system (country) level variables. While the
unit of analysis should typically be at the level of the individual legislative party
the institutional explanations posited are at a different, higher level. For one thing,
this eliminates the possibility of explaining differing levels of voting unity among
political parties in the same legislature.
Perhaps even more damaging has been the lack of cross-national data on legislator voting behaviour. Even the Döring project that did so much to uncover and
report data on so many aspects of legislative politics in Europe was nevertheless
unable to systematically collect data on voting unity (Saalfeld 1995a: 557). Even
for those legislatures where votes are commonly recorded, the records are not
made easily available (Carey 2007).
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Another possible explanation for the dearth of cross-national research on the
topic is the controversies surrounding the most commonly used indicator of party
unity, Rice’s index of cohesion. The index of cohesion is computed as the absolute
difference between the proportion of party members voting in favour and the
proportion of party members voting in opposition, multiplied by 100 to obtain a
number ranging from 0 to 100.
It is worth repeating and attempting to deal with some of the controversies before
beginning our analysis. First, recorded votes are not a random selection of votes
(Carrubba et al. 2006; Hug 2005; Saalfeld 1995a). Recorded votes are typically
called for by party leaderships for reasons of disciplining or signalling: to allow their
party’s legislators to be monitored or to denounce important differences of opinion
in the other parties. Both reasons, however, can be expected to have opposite effects
on party voting unity scores. On a related issue, as recorded votes increase in
number, they tend to include more minor matters (e.g., resolutions, amendments)
and therefore to exhibit more unity: on those minor matters only those legislators
most interested in leadership positions will attend and they are more likely to toe the
party line (Carrubba et al. 2006). Indeed, Hug (2005) notes that party unity scores
are higher for those votes in the Swiss parliament that are automatically recorded;
for example final votes or votes on urgency measures.
Second, the index of cohesion tends to overestimate unity in smaller parties.
A majority of members voting ‘the wrong way’ (i.e., against the party line) pushes
cohesion upward and this is more likely to happen in small parties. Yet the bias
appears to decrease as parliamentary party group size exceeds a minimal number
of members and groups are more cohesive – both of which apply to our sample of
parties (Desposato 2005). Third, interpreting non-votes and abstentions is by no
means straightforward – the option of abstention is not recorded in all legislators for
instance. Excluding both non-votes and abstentions is the more conservative option
when attempting to measure voting unity (Cowley and Norton 1999), and this is the
approach we employ here. Finally, Krehbiel points out that the Rice index cannot
discriminate between situations of perfect and no party discipline at all. That is, the
index does not take into account legislators’ preferences. Under conditions of
perfect discipline, legislators vote together even when their preferences diverge,
while under conditions of no discipline legislators may still vote together but only
when their preferences converge (Krehbiel 1993, 2000).
In what follows we explain how variation in key political institutions which
shape the behaviour of legislators will likely have an impact on the level of
observed party voting unity. Using a mix of party-level and system-level data, we
then empirically test the arguments that the design of political institutions affects
party voting unity. We compile or bring together data on the voting behaviour of
legislators in over 90 parties in 16 legislatures.2 As we can see from Table 6.1,
party voting unity tends to be lowest in Finland and highest in Ireland and
Denmark. Combining our voting unity data with system and party-level data
permits a theoretical and empirical analysis of the variation in legislative voting
unity between parties that has not been possible to date. We conclude the chapter
with a review of our findings and suggestions for future research in the area.
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Table 6.1 Party unity in 16 European democracies
Country

Period covered

No. of parties

Mean

St. dev.

Australia
Austria
Belgium
Canada
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Iceland
Ireland
Israel
Italy (1st Republic)
Italy (2nd Republic)
New Zealand
Norway
Sweden
United Kingdom

1996–98
1995–97
1991–95
1994–95
1994–95
1995–96
1993–97
1987–90
1995–96
1992–96
1999–00
1987–92
1996–01
1993–94
1992–93
1994–95
1992–97

3
5
9
4
7
7
4
3
6
3
10
9
11
2
6
7
2

99.07
98.68
99.06
97.60
99.93
88.63
99.33
96.33
96.93
100.0
96.88
97.52
96.46
93.17
95.90
96.57
99.25

0.15
1.45
0.75
2.24
0.11
2.59
0.63
1.79
2.84
0.00
1.15
1.60
1.44
0.65
0.52
1.51
0.49

Determinants of party voting unity
The electoral system, personal vote and party voting unity
While the shape, origin and consequences of different electoral rules are generally
well documented, their impact on legislative behaviour, most notably on party
unity in legislative votes, is not always well understood. For example, German
legislators elected via single member districts choose different legislative
committee assignments than legislators elected under the party list (Stratmann
and Baur 2002). Cox and McCubbins (2007) argue that the ties that bind candidates’ electoral fates together are responsible for party unity. These ties reflect the
party reputation based on the state of the economy, major pieces of legislation
and in their argument the reputation of the president. Legislators are ready to
comply with party unity when an unfavourable party reputation might seriously
damage their own electoral prospects. Such an unfavourable party reputation
might result from overspending, as legislators chase pork-barrel benefits for their
constituencies, or even from open in-fighting in the legislature. But when candidates
cannot hope to benefit from spill-over votes from co-partisans, they will focus on
cultivating a personal vote. In those circumstances, they are more inclined to
point out differences with their party than legislators whose electoral incentives
are more aligned with their party.
Depending on the ballot structure, legislators have varying incentives to appeal
to voters over party leaders. In more candidate-centred electoral environments,
incumbent politicians will actively respond to and build personal relations with
individual constituents in their district. In more party-centred electoral systems,
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incumbents focused on re-elections have greater incentives to cultivate favour
with their party leadership in the hopes of securing a prominent position on the
party list. Carey and Shugart (1995) offer such a method to rank-order electoral
systems according to the value of a personal vote on the basis of the interaction
between ballot control, vote pooling and type of votes on the one hand, and
district magnitude on the other. Where intra-party competition is present, greater
district magnitude increases the need for a personal vote as the number of
co-partisans on the list increases. Yet when intra-party competition for votes is
absent, the possibility of a personal vote decreases as district magnitude grows.
The presence of such intra-party competition is defined by ballot control, vote
pooling, and type of votes. Ballot control refers to the degree of control districtlevel party leaders have over access to the party label and voters’ ability to upset
their proposed list. The pooling of votes indicates whether votes for one candidate
also contribute to the number of seats won by other candidates of the same party.
The type of votes is determined by the form of the ballot paper that voters are
presented with – voters may vote for a party, for multiple candidates or for a single
candidate. As voters may only vote for a single candidate (vote), those votes are
not pooled (pool), and those votes do ‘upset’ the party list (ballot), the intra-party
competition increases and candidates search for a personal vote – if needs be by
voting against the party line (Carey and Shugart 1995).
With district magnitude, the intra-party competition increases and candidates
are forced to seek out a personal vote – that is, when the ballot structure allows
for such competition. On the other hand, with district magnitude, the information
demands on voters, too, increase rapidly. Voters can hardly keep up with voting
records of multiple incumbents. District magnitude, thus, might have a different
impact depending on the type of vote. In closed-list systems, district magnitude
increases party unity. In open-list systems, party unity decreases with district
magnitude. But in those circumstances, an independent voting record may not be
the only, or even the most effective, means to court a personal vote. Shugart et al.
(2005) argue that district magnitude increases the number of candidates who have
local roots or have served in local elected positions within the district in ‘pure’
open-list systems: social characteristics become more important as candidates
hope to attract personal support.
Despite the seminal character of Carey and Shugart’s contribution, research on
the relationship between ballot structure and voting unity has yielded only mixed
empirical success. Focusing on the European Parliament, Hix (2004) finds a relationship between voting unity within the party group and the electoral system by
which the MEP was elected (see also Hix et al. 2005). Sieberer (2006) argues that
incentives to cultivate personal votes should be associated with lower unity in the
parliamentary party group. Differentiating between three categories of electoral
systems, Sieberer (2006) finds that voting unity is marginally stronger in candidate-centred than party-centred electoral environments. However, an intermediate
electoral environment creating mixed incentives for personal vote and party vote
cultivation is most strongly associated with higher voting unity, questioning the
validity of the argument that voting unity is a function of electoral rules and in
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particular the need to cultivate personal votes. More recently, Carey (2007)
reaches a different conclusion, finding evidence that the level of intra-party electoral
competition, considered a defining feature of personal-vote electoral systems,
helps explain variation in voting unity. Given the theoretical interest in the effect
of electoral rules on party unity and the only mixed evidence that such relationships withstand empirical scrutiny, we attempt to measure more accurately the
effect of ballot structures on party voting unity.
One reason for these mixed results may be that the interaction effect at the
heart of Carey and Shugart’s thinking renders operationalisation more difficult.
A second reason regards the uncertainty surrounding single-member district
(SMD) plurality systems. Carey and Shugart code SMDs among the systems least
encouraging the development of intra-party competition and therefore a personal
vote, while Wallack et al. (2003) maintain that there is room for a personal vote
in those circumstances and code SMDs accordingly. Both appear to be right:
the search for a personal vote in SMDs is not inspired by intra-party competition
(at least not in any single election), but by the necessity to court the median voter
in the district. As long as the opinions of the local median voter sufficiently differ
from the national median voter, there might be a reason for MPs to dissent.
Finally, the ballot indicator combines a characteristic of the electoral system with
one of the party selection process. On the electoral system level, ballot indicates
whether votes for candidates can actually ‘upset’ the party list. On the party level,
ballot captures whether party leaders can present lists at all. The latter aspect
might in fact be better captured by the candidate selection process.
In sum, we suggest that political parties which operate in electoral systems that
provide less incentive to cultivate a personal vote will be more likely to have
higher levels of unified legislative voting than political parties operating under
electoral rules where electors choose between individual candidates rather than
political parties. Where a difference exists between the preference of constituents
(the median constituent or an electorally significant sub-constituency) and the
party leadership we would expect the electoral system to shape the voting decision
of the legislator to vote with or against the party.
Candidate selection and party voting unity
The process by which candidates for legislative office are selected and or reselected remains one of the most overlooked aspects of politics (Gallagher and
Marsh 1988; Rahat and Hazan 2001). While, as we discussed above, attention has
focused on the nature and impact of electoral systems, much less is known about
how candidate reselection procedures impact the behaviour of individual legislators. Yet, if re-election is the goal of incumbent legislators then the proximate aim
is to get reselected as a candidate – in effect to secure access to the ballot, or as
high as possible a position under list electoral systems. We should note that the
critical issue here relates not just to ballot access but the ability to be associated
with the party label. An incumbent may easily access a ballot by paying a registration fee and or collecting signatures; we are primarily interested in how much
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the party leadership controls access to the party label for prospective candidates.
In a general sense, as Strøm (1997) was one of the first to note, what an incumbent
must do to be reselected is likely to influence their legislative strategies and role
orientation.
Of course, processes of candidate selection are complex undertakings, involving many dimensions and even more actors. Rahat and Hazan (2001) have argued
that at least the dimensions of inclusiveness and centralisation should be separated. Inclusiveness of the process refers to the number of actors that are part of
the selectorate. Centralisation, on the other hand – and this is the key concern
here – regards the degree of control the central party leadership has over the
(re)selection processes vis-à-vis other actors in the process, most commonly local
party executives.
Indeed, much of the impact of the ‘party-centredness’ of electoral rules may be
logically attributed to candidate selection procedures and in particular the risk of
being deselected by the national party leadership. Carey (2007), for instance,
found party unity to be lower in both presidential and parliamentary systems
where legislative candidates compete against co-partisans for personal votes. But
he effectively contrasted parties where candidates compete against co-partisans
for personal votes with parties where nominations are controlled by party leaders.
In fact, Poiré (2002: 21) reported that electoral rules failed to predict party unity
in over 60 political parties in the 1950s and 1960s, when candidate selection
procedures were included. Hix (2004: 20), on the other hand, concluded that the
defection rate of MEPs from their national parties is more affected by candidatecentred rules than decentralised selection procedures. The latter effect is in the
predicted direction, but not statistically significant. Sieberer (2006) found that
party voting unity is slightly higher in parties where the leadership has some
formal control over candidate selection, and that candidate selection is a better
predictor of party voting unity than electoral rules.
Building on this body of research and unclear empirical results, we predict a
direct causal link between the degree of control party leaders exert over the candidate reselection process and the level of unified party voting. Lundell (2004)
developed a five-point ordinal scale to measure this degree of centralisation.
Essentially it is a reduced version of Janda’s nine-point scale, collapsed over the
inclusiveness dimension (Janda 1980).3 In our empirical analysis, Lundell’s data
on candidate selection rules is supplemented with information from Gallagher
and Marsh (1988), Gallagher et al. (2005) and Narud et al. (2002) – in particular
on countries that have legally regulated candidate selection procedures: Finland,
Germany and Norway.
Detailed information on the inclusiveness of selectorates is generally lacking.
Yet something of its impact can be found in the impact of the membership organisation. Ozbudun (1970) distinguished two strands of the argument. The first
emphasises that party unity is greater in mass membership parties than in parties
where the membership organisation is not the dominant decision-making centre.
The second maintains that a mass membership is sufficient – dominant or not
in the party. On the other hand, as the proportion of the party electorate that
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is also a member of the party increases, party unity is expected to decrease: mass
membership is not only a unifying force, it is also likely to be more diverse and
thus provide dissenting members cover. Members at the party’s more extremist
wings often claim to be loyal to the party’s orthodoxies when they dissent.
Opportunities for promotion and party voting unity
The motivation of legislators may very well extend beyond the desire to get reselected or re-elected (Strøm 1997). For example, legislators may feel secure in the
knowledge that they will be reselected or re-elected. More probably, it could be
argued that once elected, legislators in parliamentary systems are strongly motivated by the desire to gain leadership positions within the party, which they hope
would ultimately lead to a ministerial seat (Huber and Shipan 2002: 197).
In parliamentary systems the executive, by which we mean prime minister, cabinet and junior ministers, typically emerges from and is populated by members of
the legislature (Gallagher et al. 2005). This is at odds with presidential government, where separation of powers requires that the head of executive be directly
elected and the executive cabinet be composed of non-legislators. The difference
in approach to staffing the cabinet in parliamentary and presidential systems
probably explains why most theories of legislative behaviour, rooted as they are
in congressional politics, start and end in assuming that legislators are motivated
by re-election (the classic example being Mayhew 1974).
To re-emphasise our point, in parliamentary systems legislators care greatly
about reselection and re-election but they are also motivated by the desire to gain
even higher political office, similar to what Carroll et al. (2006) describe as
mega-seats. Such political office is typically at the discretion of the party leader.
In effect, the party leadership can use the potential for promotion to the ranks
of government as a form of control over individual legislators.4 The tight grip
typically held over the legislative agenda by the cabinet under parliamentarism
makes individual cabinet ministers the prime initiators of policies – almost to the
exclusion of all other legislators (Laver and Shepsle 1996). The autonomy that
cabinet ministers are awarded differs remarkably between countries and so may
the desirability of the position. Hallerberg (2004: 16) distinguishes between
systems of delegation (where the prime minister gives ministers detailed instructions), commitment (where detailed policy agreements restrict ministers’ discretion) and fiefdom (where ministers have relative autonomy over decisions in their
jurisdiction).
While the practice of including only serving legislators in the cabinet may
differ from country to country, promotion is mostly in the hands of the party leadership. And that provides a powerful incentive for motivated politicians not
to dissent from the party leadership in legislative votes. The more opportunities
that exist for promotion, the more legislators will be inclined to yield to the party
leadership. We argue, therefore, that where legislators stand a stronger chance of
being promoted to the ranks of government party voting will be more unified.
Where the prospects for leadership are more limited, individual legislators
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are more likely to rebel against the party leadership, resulting in lower levels of
unified party voting.
It is worth noting that this argument is not restricted to governing parties,
assuming that no one political party continually monopolises executive seats.
In most circumstances, legislators from non-governing parties will be acutely
aware that their party may be in government at some point in the future and if or
when that time arrives the party leadership may look to them. Hence, we expect
to see government and non-government legislators responding to the varying
prospects for higher political office. Nevertheless, the promise of promotion may
play out differently in governing and non-governing parties as that promise is
more uncertain as it lies further in the future.
To quantify the opportunities for ministerial promotion we collected data on
the number of government posts filled by legislators in each country included in
this study.5 Logically, a legislator with 99 colleagues is, ceteris paribus, more
likely to have realistic ambitions of obtaining promotion than a legislator operating in a parliament of 200 members. Consequently our measure of ministerial
opportunity controls for the size of the legislature and the member’s party.
We present two measures of opportunity for ministerial promotion: the variable
Cabinet measures the number of available senior ministerial positions per legislator.
The broader Government measures the number of cabinet and sub-cabinet ministerial posts available per legislator.
Having identified how the design of institutions shapes the actions and behaviour of legislators, we proceed in the next section to test empirically the claims
that electoral systems, candidate selection rules and promotional prospects
impact the level of party voting unity under parliamentarism. First, we will look
at bivariate regressions because a small sample size limits the degrees of freedom.
Second, the effects of electoral systems, candidate-selection rules and promotional prospects will be combined in multivariate regressions.

Empirical analysis
Centralisation of the candidate selection procedures has a strong impact on party
unity in our selection, when using Lundell’s five-point scale. With every additional
point on the scale towards national party control over nomination, party unity
increases – that is, when the first and second point on the scale are combined. As the
national leadership enters the selection process, a party’s unity scores increase almost
three points on the Rice index. As the national leadership further strengthens its
control over the process, beyond merely ratifying local decisions, unity scores further
increase. The difference between the first and second point on Lundell’s scale
is related to the inclusiveness of the party selectorate rather than to centralisation.
While the composition of party selectorates is not an unimportant concern in intraparty politics, its impact on cohesion is sketchy at best and cohesion itself is only
imperfectly related to discipline, which is in fact what we observe.
Candidate selection procedures affect party unity irrespective of a party’s
position in or out of office, the majority’s margin or the size of parliamentary
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parties – although the effect of the strongest centralisation category is not significant. Because of space limitations, however, only the bivariate regressions are
listed in Table 6.2. Parties of all sizes have long solved the issue by developing
formal means of discipline. In fact, party unity is strongest in the larger parties.
Larger parties are slightly more likely to have developed centralised nomination
processes, for one. As a result, the effect of party size disappears after controlling
for candidate selection, whereas the effect of the nomination process remains
unaffected.
Contrary to what is often expected, being part of the government reduces rather
than reinforces party unity, even if the impact of office is not significant. That
expectation has largely been fuelled by the debate on the impact of presidential
and parliamentary institutions – the vote of confidence in particular – on party
unity. Jackson (1968), however, pointed out that opposition parties may remain
absent when they face considerable dissent with little harm to the party reputation. The government side has no such option. While from a longitudinal perspective, it is plausible, for instance, that political parties develop centralised
nomination processes in response to the shock of losing office, cross-sectionally
candidate selection processes and being in or out of office are largely unrelated.
The impact of centralisation is reinforced by the party membership organisation. As the proportion of party voters that are also party members increases,
party unity suffers. This, in turn, may be an indication of the impact of inclusiveness and diversity of the party membership. Parties with a mass membership are
more likely to have developed centralised nomination processes. After controlling
for the effect of a large membership organisation, however, party unity continues
to increase as nomination processes are more centralised. In particular, the effect
of the most centralised condition is strengthened. Thus, the proportion of party
members to the party electorate reflects the inclusiveness of the nomination
process, which is not captured by the centralisation of the nomination processes.
Especially in Finnish parties, a large membership compared to the party electorate plays a crucial role in selecting the parties’ candidates. The members use
the cover that this provides vis-à-vis the party leadership to dissent more often.
In addition to candidate selection procedures, electoral rules that provide
incentives to cultivate a personal vote reduce party unity. As Hallerberg and
Marier’s (2004) index of personal vote increases, party unity decreases.6 To be
fair, the impact is not strong and largely depends on the precise coding rules for
various electoral rules. Single-member district systems, for instance, have been
considered both among the most candidate-centred (Wallack et al. 2003) and the
most party-centred electoral rules (Carey and Shugart 1995). In fact, Carey and
Shugart’s original rank order appears more consistent with the practice of party
unity than Wallack’s coding. But even the Carey/Shugart rank order overestimates
the incentives that ordered-list proportional systems provide to cultivate a
personal vote. In that respect, the Hallerberg coding appears more correct –
acknowledging that parties often have established other means to restrict the
impact of these personal votes. For one, party votes might be redistributed in the
order of the list, thus adding another obstacle for candidates ranked lower.

Table 6.2 Bivariate analyses
Model 1
Candidate
selection
3
4
5
Personal vote
Carey/Shugart
Wallack et al.
Hallerberg
Promotion
Cabinet
Cabinet
*Autonomy
*Office
Government

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

Model 6

Model 7

2.862
(0.754)***
2.157
(0.776)***
1.264
(0.804)
−0.349
(0.236)

−0.146
(0.148)

−0.502
(0.189)***
2.483
(2.894)
2.861
(1.267)**

−0.900
(2.226)

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

Model 11

Model 12

Government
*Autonomy
*Office
Membership

0.436
(0.815)
−0.073
(0.034)**

Office
Majority
margin
PPG size
Constant
Adj. R2
F

N

−0.195
(0.658)
0.007
(0.005)

0.007
(0.003)**
95.499
98.144
97.598
98.013
96.577
96.308
97.257
96.804
97.732
97.081
96.855
96.653
(0.655)*** (0.646)*** (0.530)*** (0.308)*** (0.672)*** (0.495)*** (0.880)*** (0.557)*** (0.382)*** (0.323)*** (0.312)*** (0.382)***
0.137
0.029
−0.004
0.145
−0.005
0.137
−0.009
−0.009
0.189
−0.009
−0.004
0.113
5.74***
2.190
0.960
7.06***
0.740
5.090**
0.160
0.290
4.59**
0.090
1.970
6.31**
(3.94)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
97

97

97

97

97

Notes: * Significant at 10%; ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%

97

97

97

97

97

97

97
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In addition, party leaders ranked at the top of the list often get more than their
proportional share of these personal votes, thus further reducing their impact.
As mentioned, the electoral rules that provide incentives to cultivate a personal
vote include the ballot structure, the pooling of votes, the number of votes, and
district magnitude (Carey and Shugart 1995). None of these rules, however, is
able to consistently explain party unity on its own. Nevertheless, as the selection
of cases does not include cases where the party leadership does not control access
to the ballot, party unity increases as voters cannot ‘disturb’ the list. In addition,
party unity decreases as voters cast a single vote below the party level and those
votes are pooled across the list. In particular, the latter runs counter to the
expected effect of intra-party competition. The effect of vote pooling, however,
differs remarkably from one coding rule to the next: to be more precise, from one
rule of coding SMDs to the next. The counterintuitive result appears to be largely
driven then by unity in the Finnish parties. With district magnitude, party unity
decreases – indicating that growing intra-party competition may in fact outweigh
the effect that increasing voters’ information demands may have on the propensity to defect from the party line. The difficulties that voters face to keep track of
the voting records of tens of incumbents do not seem to mean that a strategic
dissenting vote will pass unnoticed. In fact, it is something of a surprise that
personal vote has an impact at all. After all, a personal vote can be based on a
number of activities and characteristics; for example, local office, pork-barrel
benefits, celebrity status, which may or may not have an impact on a legislator’s
voting record.
Finally, the level of observed party unity in parliamentary systems is related to
opportunities for ministerial promotion when combined with ministerial autonomy. The prospect of promotion effectively silences dissent only when the position actually promises an impact on policy. For this purpose, the number of
cabinet positions compared to the parliamentary party group size is too crude a
measure. The number of either cabinet or junior minister positions in itself does
not affect party unity significantly. Only in combination with government type
and government status does the prospect of promotion loom sufficiently large in
the minds of members. Party unity increases as the number of cabinet positions
available rises and ministerial autonomy is strengthened from a situation where it
is severely curtailed by the prime minister or a detailed policy agreement to a situation of ministerial fiefdom. Furthermore, only a more immediate prospect of
promotion has that effect: in opposition parties, future promotion doesn’t cast its
shadow forward that much. To capture this, the number of cabinet positions is
weighted by 0.5 in opposition parties. Note, however, that party unity is unrelated
to government type in itself and that unity is actually stronger in parties currently
out of office. Yet combined with the number of cabinet positions, government
type and government status are positively and significantly related to party unity
– even if the impact is not substantively large. An increase by 10 per cent, for
instance, in the proportion of cabinet positions is expected to raise party unity by
0.15 in opposition. The increase is expected to rise further to 0.86 if the party was
in office and ministerial autonomy was at its strongest. In fact, the impact of

Table 6.3 Party unity and electoral rules

Ballot

Model 1

Model 2

Model 3

Carey/Shugart

Wallack et al.

Hallerberg

−1.623
(0.726)**

−2.571
(0.945)***

−2.824
(0.656)***

Pool

2.707
(0.377)***

Vote

0.541
(0.391)

−0.868
(0.598)

Model 4

2.707
(0.377)***

−0.928
(0.552)*

−2.449
(0.691)***
−0.715

District magnitude
Constant
Adj. R2
F
N

98.039
(0.401)***
0.097
5.00**
(1.96)

96.830
97.832
99.331
96.753
98.047
(0.322)*** (0.477)*** (0.815)*** (0.402)*** (0.501)***
0.036
0.027
0.153
0.005
0.0312
51.68***
2.08
74.000*** 1.910
2.830*
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)
(1.96)

97.831
(0.236)***
0.296
18.5***
(1.96)

96.830
(0.322)***
0.036
51.68***
(1.96)

(0.366)*
97.820
97.659
(0.248)*** (0.413)***
0.230
0.008
12.55***
3.82*
(1.96)
(1.96)

97

97

97

97

97

97

97

Notes: * Significant at 10%; ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%

97

97

97
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promotion further increases if the weight of the opposition parties is lowered
from 0.5.
The difference between cabinet and junior government positions tells much the
same story. In itself, the relationship with party unity is even in the wrong direction: unity decreases as the number of junior minister positions available increases.
Yet combined with government type and government status the relationship is
in the right direction – though not significant. Legislators, therefore, appear more
motivated by the prospects of attaining a seat at the cabinet level than by the opportunity to serve as a junior minister – despite the fact that holding a junior ministerial post may be a stepping stone to securing a full cabinet seat.
The impact of candidate selection, personal vote, promotion and membership
on party unity is hardly affected, when their effects are combined in multivariate
analysis (Table 6.4). Voting unity is strongest in parties where candidate selection
processes are centralised, in parties where the chances of promotion to an
autonomous cabinet position are the greatest, in parties where the party electorate
does not extend far beyond the party membership and in parties operating under
electoral rules that do not encourage the cultivation of a personal vote.

Table 6.4 Multivariate analyses
Robust model

Candidate selection
3
4
5
Personal vote
Cabinet *Autonomy
*Office
Membership
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
France
Ireland
Italy (1987)
New Zealand
Norway
United Kingdom
Constant
Adj. R2
N

b

SE

2.832
2.463
1.367
−0.522
3.816

.644***
.683***
0.703*
0.143***
1.164***

−0.090

0.037**

96.492
0.354
F(6,91)
97

5.882***
5.76***

Fixed effect models
b

SE

b

SE

0.319
0.412
0.764
−1.062
2.526

0.542
0.525
0.725
0.148***
1.289*

0.022
0.062
0.334
0.171
2.280

0.547
0.532
0.764
0.137
1.121*

−0.068
5.486
2.727
1.823
4.973

0.041
.667***
1.086**
0.468***
0.541***

2.931
7.792
6.537
−3.747

0.629***
0.862***
0.102***
0.560***

−0.017
1.831
2.481
2.023
2.468
−9.056
2.878
2.319

2.854
97.198
0.756
F(15,82)
97

0.041
0.460***
1.099***
0.501***
0.425***
1.386***
0.614***
0.576***

−3.720 0.564***
−0.917 0.405***
0.661***
2.786 0.653***
0.539*** 96.206 0.523***
0.759
60.13*** F(16,81) 67.58***
97

Notes: * Significant at 10%; ** Significant at 5%; *** Significant at 1%
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To be fair, these effects are vulnerable to the selection of cases – as is not
uncommon in small-n studies. It appears that, in particular, party unity is relatively
low in Finland and New Zealand. Low party unity in Finland can be traced back
to candidate selection rules and the electoral system. Finnish political parties’
primary selection rules are required by law (Sundberg 1997: 97–117). In New
Zealand, low unity is consistent with neither candidate selection nor the personal
vote. This not easily explained – it could be of interest that the parliament studied is in fact the last under the first-past-the-post rules, before the introduction of
mixed-member proportional representation. However, the electoral reform does
not appear to have affected party unity in the following parliament (Barker and
McLeay 2000: 139). On the other hand, party unity scores are relatively high in
Denmark and Ireland – especially in light of the open candidate selection rules in
the former and Single Transferable Vote electoral rules in the latter.
It is surprising that the inclusion of country dummies reduces the impact of
the centralisation of candidate selection processes most – a variable that has
performed most consistently so far. Yet incentives to seek out a personal vote
continue to encourage MPs to defect from the party line, even if that personal vote
is most vulnerable to the selection of cases. More importantly, opportunities to be
promoted to a cabinet position that promises a tangible impact on policy consistently serve to hold members together. As a result, promotion opportunities are as
crucial in understanding cross-national differences in party unity as they are in
understanding rebels and loyalists in the British Parliament.

Conclusion
Strong parties whose members vote collectively within the legislature have long
been understood as a necessary element of parliamentary government. Previous
attempts to account for variation in legislative party unity have focused on presidential versus parliamentary forms of government as being the main explanation
for cross-national variation.
Our aim in this chapter has been to point to the fact that within parliamentary
systems parties display variation in the level of legislative voting unity – something
which cannot be accounted for by relying on the classification of presidential versus
parliamentary systems. Beyond a mere acknowledgment of this fact, our aim has been
to explain this variation in party unity within otherwise similar political systems.
Incentives to cultivate a personal vote encourage MPs to defect from the party
line. Centralised selection rules, where the party leadership has greater control
over the future of incumbents, appear to result in higher party voting unity –
although this may be influenced by the particular selection of countries. The
opportunity for promotion to government, and in particular, the opportunity to
enter cabinet is a tempting offer to maintain unity. The evidence suggests that
legislators in parliamentary systems are motivated by the desire to be promoted.
This result might point to a significant difference between legislators in presidential systems and legislators in parliamentary systems of government and one that
needs to be explored further at the theoretical and empirical level.
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Notes
1 As we are dealing exclusively with parliamentary regimes, we exclude from consideration
the vote of confidence mechanism as an institutional explanation of party voting unity. We
do agree that in comparing presidential and parliamentary regimes the vote of confidence
is likely an important factor in explaining between-system variation in voting unity.
2 We ourselves collected data for Belgium, France and Ireland. Scores for United Kingdom
were computed on the basis of data made available by Philip Norton (University of
Hull). Data for Italy were made available by William Heller (Binghamton University).
Data for Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and Israel were gathered from Carey (2005).
Data for Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden were taken from Jensen
(2000), for Switzerland from Lanfranchi and Lüthi (1999), for Germany from Saalfeld
(1995b) and for Austria from Müller et al. (2001).
3 In this respect it is odd, however, that what distinguishes Lundell’s first category from
the second is only the inclusiveness of the selectorate: the local party members rather
than a restricted selection committee.
4 As Benedetto and Hix (2007) note, rebels are the rejected, the ejected and the dejected,
a phrase evoking British Prime Minister Major’s quip about the dispossessed and the
never possessed.
5 In all cases this information was available on the website of national governments. This
data was collected in January 2005 and is available from the authors on request.
In calculating the number of ministerial offices we included only positions filled by
members of the legislature.
6 To create this index, ballot, pool and votes are added together plus one. If the electoral
system has a closed list and is not plurality, this number is divided by the natural log of
the district magnitude. In all other cases, the log of district magnitude is added to the
sum (Hallerberg and Marier 2004: 576–77).
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Chapter One

Who Will Govern! Dilemmas
of Coalition Government
and Parliamentary Democracy
his book addresses a theme of central importance to the theory
and practice of parliamentary democracy in western Europe:
multiparty coalition government. Coalition government is the subject
of a voluminous literature within the political science discipline; how
ever, the present study is unique in its systematic and comparative fo
cus on coalition government in the richly diverse yet underresearched
institutional setting of subnational (i.e., regional, provincial, local) rep
resentative assemblies. Across western Europe in the increasingly pow
erful institutions of subcentral governance, the politics of coalition has
become a high-stakes affair with consequences exceeding the limited
confines of individual localities. In the state parliaments of federal Ger
many, for example, Green parties have since the mid-1980s upset the
country's once predictable balance of power. In countries as varied as
France, Belgium, Italy, and Austria, nationalist forces of the extreme
far Right have gained toeholds in their respective political systems by
venturing into power-sharing coalitions with mainstream parties at re
gional, provincial, and municipal levels. Even in Britain, where the La
bour and Conservative parties monopolize power at Westminster and
Downing Street, Liberal Democrats have taken advantage of majorityless "hung" county and city councils to gain a share of governing re
sponsibility. With the politicization and nationalization of subnational
government in recent decades, alignments on the geographical chess
board of political power in most European democracies have become
increasingly volatile and complex.

T
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"Winner-take-air majoritarian electoral systems at both national
and subnational levels, such as those in the United States, tend to take
much of the mystery out of the question "Who will govern?" Con
versely, the proportional representation systems common throughout
the continental European democracies normally produce election re
sults in which no single party holds a majority of council seats. Thus,
as in national parliamentary institutions in these countries, elections
to federal state legislatures, regional parliaments, provincial assem
blies, county boards, and municipal councils tend to produce strong
incentives for political parties to build alliances in order to form a gov
erning majority. This book is premised on the observation that in the
formation of coalition governments we find the crystallization of many
of the political processes fundamental to representative and parlia
mentary democracy: interpretation of electoral verdicts, postelection
compromising of campaign pledges, trade-offs between policy and
power, indirect selection of executive authority, temporary coopera
tion between long-term adversaries, collective decision making, and,
with collective responsibility, a blurring of lines of accountability.
The prima facie importance of coalition formation is widely ac
cepted in the context of national parliamentary institutions, but the
subject is much less analyzed, much less compared, and therefore
much less understood in the context of subnational assemblies. Seek
ing to remedy this deficiency, this book has three guiding objectives:
1. To depict the building of power-sharing coalitions in subnational
parliaments as outward and well-defined manifestations of po
litical motivation, governing intent, and democratic responsive
ness
2. To assemble and analyze observations and statements of moti
vations and beliefs made by middle-level legislators—elected
representatives whose obligations, experiences, and ambitions
are for the most part overlooked by students of parliamentary
government
3. To build upon existing theories of coalition politics to identify
cross-national behavioral similarities and to highlight withinnation differences as they are revealed in actual high-stakes po
litical situations
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Elections, Coalitions, and Representation
Two centuries ago, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, in The Social Contract, in
sisted that "the instant a people gives itself to representatives, it is no
longer free" (103). For some, Rousseau's radical critique of democratic
representation may be a bit overstated. In today's world, few would
contend that perfect direct democracy is really possible on any useful
scale; still, Rousseau effectively reminds us that the relationship be
tween representatives and the represented is at best imperfect. One
particular concern voiced by some observers of political systems char
acterized by coalition government is whether the quality of democratic
representation and of the electoral mechanism itself is diminished
when legislative parties—not voters—ultimately answer the question
"Who will govern?"
Two decades ago, Abram De Swaan (1973) also wrote of represen
tative democracy's imperfections: "If different governments, varying
in party membership and policy, may result from a given election out
come, either there is no 'verdict of the electorate' or . . . the verdict is
not necessarily, or even usually realized in multi-party systems" (1—2).
De Swaan at that moment put his finger on one of the supposed weak
nesses of coalition systems, namely that they remove any direct linkage
between votes and the formation of a government. According to basic
tenets of liberal democratic theory, voters—not party leaders locked in
secretive backroom negotiations—should determine the political com
plexion of a governing executive body. In political systems that en
courage government by coalition, however, popular will is instrumental
only in that it decides which political parties will sit in parliament. Once
this initial matter is determined, deputies and party leaders are ulti
mately free to choose from among a potentially huge number of crossparty combinations and permutations in search of a winning majority.
This process may produce "strange bedfellows," governments that fail
to resemble the messages sent by voters some days, weeks, or even
months earlier. "Coalitions of minorities," groups of small parties
whose policy preferences may be starkly incompatible, can unite for
the sole purpose of evicting a larger party from its hegemonic place
in government. Similarly, "coalitions of losers," parties and adversaries
whose electoral scores have just dropped precipitously, can join forces
to cling to power and forestall their mutual demise. The failure to come
to any cross-party agreement may also produce "coalition avoidance"
and thus minority governments, often weak and beholden throughout
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their terms to transient legislative voting majorities or to the threat of
blackmail from some external party. Indeed, it would seem that almost
anything is possible in postelection coalition formation.
A growing number of rigorous studies of government formation
now suggest that, in reality, the realm of possible cross-party coalitions
is systematically and significantly constricted by the rules, structures,
and norms of the parliamentary institutions to which parties gain ac
cess (Bergman 1995; Laver and Schofield 1990; Strom 1994; Strom,
Budge, and Laver 1994). These attempts at reconciling a neoinstitu
tionalist approach with that of formal rational choice theory have
clearly enhanced the already rich literature on cabinet coalitions in
European national governments (see Bogdanor 1983; Browne and
Dreijmanis 1982; Dodd 1976; Luebbert 1986; Pridham 1986). Still,
efforts to understand coalition behavior in a "constrained real world"
(Laver and Schofield 1990, 195) remain deficient in at least two re
spects, the first of which is their general failure to consider broader
issues of democratic representation. Indeed, inseparable from our de
sire to better explain and anticipate the political composition of coa
lition governments should be the goal of evaluating the dynamics of
coalition formation within the larger democratic process. Political sci
ence can, for example, evaluate popular claims that political parties
purposefully manipulate the coalition process in order to circumvent
electoral verdicts. We can look further to determine if, as is often
charged, the secretive postelection bargaining and deal making char
acteristic of government formation undercut the electoral process, thus
weakening a supposedly fundamental link between citizens and their
representatives. These concerns help stimulate thought on coalition
formation not only as a curious behavioral puzzle but also as an am
biguous mechanism in the machinery of parliamentary democracy.
Existing efforts also remain deficient by failing to exploit alternative
data sources outside the national parliamentary arena. Scrutiny of coa
lition politics in subnational institutions of representative governance
is especially overdue; the topic has been described as "an almost en
tirely unworked field in political science" (Mellors 1989, 8) and a
"largely forgotten area" (Pridham 1987, 374). At subnational levels,
processes of institutional and political decentralization during the past
two decades have created new political expectations and new political
opportunities. In some countries (e.g., France, Belgium, Italy, Spain),
decentralization has created entirely new institutions of representative
government, directly elected councils and parliaments located at an
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intermediate, or "meso," position between national and local govern
ments. In other countries (e.g., Germany, Denmark, Sweden, Norway),
decentralization has empowered existing institutions with new fiscal
and deliberative responsibilities. In all countries, a common justifica
tion for breathing new life into subnational institutions has been that
they bring government closer to the people, increase the opportunities
for citizen participation, decentralize economic decision making, and,
in short, increase the state's "democraticness" (Putnam 1993; Schmidt
1990; Sharpe 1993). Thus we have one of our first puzzles to solve:
How does the "decentralization as democratization" ideal square with
observations indicating that in many instances local electoral compe
tition, local public opinion, and local policy issues are not the driving
forces behind party strategy and key decisions, such as government
formation, at subnational levels? As an artificial act, and as the im
mediate act following an election, the process of manufacturing a gov
erning majority is one area in which parties' choices can be evaluated
in light of their professed intentions to enhance transparency, account
ability, and responsiveness in decision making.
Designed to contribute to serious thinking along these lines, this
book raises three essential sets of questions:
1. If different local and regional governments, varying in party
membership and policy, may result from a given election out
come, then is the process that yields such "strange bedfellows"
genuinely responsive to the preferences of the electorate? In
other words, do electoral competition and electoral verdicts really matter
in coalition systems?
2. Do politicians elected to subnational parliaments follow the stra
tegic instructions of central party leaders, or do regional and lo
cal parties have a free hand in their coalition decisions? In short,
when national/subnational divisions over strategy arise, are local
and regional politicians loyal to their national leaders or their local con
stituents?
3. In demonstrating the (in)compatibility of parties, their (in)efficacy in governing, and the electoral (un) popularity of a part
nership, do coalitions in regional and local parliaments supply
part of the "perfect information" that national party leaders
need when they sit down at the bargaining table to negotiate a
new national government? In what sense are subnational parlia
ments "proving grounds" for future national coalition governments?
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Answers to these questions can help explain one of the most important
recurrent events in parliamentary democracy. Moreover, they allow
deeper understandings of the meanings of representation, power, and co
operation outside the more familiar institutional arena of national par
liamentary politics.

Coalition Politics in the Real World of
Subnational Assemblies
To get a flavor for the politics of coalition as it plays out in subnational
institutions, we can point to a mix of examples. When, for instance, a
party holding just 8 seats in a parliament of 113 members in France's
third-largest region emerges from postelection coalition bargaining in
sole possession of the regional presidency, in control of the regional
cabinet, and in command of a Fr 3.9-million regional budget, the pro
cess by which relative electoral weakness transforms itself into sub
stantial governmental power becomes central to the concerns of polit
ical science.l When a party gains the plurality of votes and seats in five
consecutive elections in Belgium's largest province and is on five con
secutive occasions excluded and denied any share of provincial power,
then the process by which relative electoral strength transforms itself
into complete governmental weakness is again clearly important.2 And
when a radical right-wing party led by an unrepentant veteran of the
Waffen SS for the first time enters the parliament of one of Germany's
wealthiest Lander with 11% of the vote, forces the election's two big
losers—the Christian Democrats (CDU) and the Social Democrats
(SPD)—into a rare "Grand Coalition," and thus leaves the Landtag
with virtually no democratic opposition, then the ability of represen
tative government to function effectively under such circumstances
must certainly be examined.3 In short, many substantively important
political outcomes stand to influence large numbers of people but are
generally overlooked in the literatures on coalition government and
parliamentary democracy.
Journalistic treatment of these outcomes is extensive. There is,
moreover, a small but growing body of literature that addresses indi
vidual cases and single countries. Good work has been done, for ex
ample, on the Dutch municipal councils (Denters 1985, 1993; Kuiper
and Tops 1989; Steunenberg 1992), on the Danish municipal councils
(Pedersen and Elklit 1995; Thomas 1989), on the Belgian municipal
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and provincial councils (Mabille 1982, 1986; Pijnenburg 1987, 1988,
1989), on the Italian municipal and regional councils (Pridham 1984,
1986; Zariski 1984), on Germany's Land legislatures (Gunlicks 1977;
Roberts 1989), on the so-called hung county and regional councils in
Britain (Laver, Railings, and Thrasher 1987; Mellors 1983, 1984,
1989; Temple 1991), on the regional assemblies in post-Franco Spain
(Botella 1989; Robinson 1989), and on France's new regional councils
(Hainsworth and Loughlin 1989; Mazey 1986; Perrineau 1987; Schmidt
1990). What these works lack, unfortunately, is genuine comparison.
Little effort has been made to understand varying political responses
to power-sharing opportunities at subnational levels across these var
ious countries. Comparison, then, is one area to which the present
study seeks to contribute.
What existing works do tell us very clearly is that coalition outcomes
are valued by political parties and by voters. This, they conclude, is
axiomatic. Government status is critical in subnational assemblies, and
competition for government status is a struggle for resources—both
political and economic. Provincial and regional governments oversee
budgets that in past decades have generally grown at rates faster than
those in local or national government. The overloaded, overburdened
modern welfare state has "off-loaded" many of its traditional tasks to
the subcentral units (Batley and Stoker 1991; Jones and Keating 1995;
Sharpe 1993). Provincial and regional executives not only are charged
with managing grants and fiscal transfers from the state and from the
European Union but also have authority and responsibility in such
areas as investment, regional development, transportation, infrastruc
ture, education, professional training, social services, environmental
management, supervision over local governments, and, of course,
taxation.
Beyond service delivery, part of "responsible" democratic gover
nance is responsive and representative institutions of subnational gov
ernance. Subnational institutions can fulfill purposeful obligations. If
subnational governance "matters," as a survey of its functional impor
tance would indicate, then the partisan composition of the governing
executives themselves should also matter in a practical sense. Research
indicates that subnational assemblies are increasingly the domain of
disciplined political party groups and not simply of individuals only
titularly attached to national party organizations (Dunleavy 1980; Mel
lors and Pijnenburg 1989; Selle and Svasand 1983). Despite morose
academic predictions of the "end of ideology" and the "decline of
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party," we may still assume that the policies of a single-party Socialist
regional government will differ predictably from those of a singleparty Christian Democratic or Liberal regional government. Indeed,
there is evidence to support the general proposition that, all else being
equal, Left-controlled regions have tended to tax, spend, and borrow
more heavily than Right-controlled regional authorities (Denters 1993;
Mazey 1993; Page and Goldsmith 1987). To cite just one example, in
the so-called red Hainaut province in Belgium—"red" because it is the
bastion of the Socialist Party—taxes and spending per capita are three
times those of neighboring East Flanders, which has had a conservative
provincial majority for two uninterrupted decades (Bernard 1992;
Huge 1989, 1991).
We must wonder, however, how well a multiparty coalition govern
ment will perform, especially if it is the product of untried alliances,
such as those between Socialists and Liberals, traditional parties and
ecologists, or centrist parties and extremists. What are the effects of
coalition on subnational budgets, taxes, services, or the distribution of
central government outlays? Does coalition encourage perpetual leg
islative "gridlock," or can multiparty power sharing in subnational as
semblies cultivate pragmatism and cooperation? Clearly, each coalition
outcome in a local or provincial parliament is a story in itself. Each
coalition has policy implications, both in terms of substance and in
terms of intergovernmental coherence. Each coalition says something
about the degree to which competitors and even avowed adversaries
can cooperate in democratic systems. Each coalition provides impor
tant indications as to the locus of power and influence in political par
ties and in representative assemblies. These are nontrivial concerns; a
nonsuperficial understanding of modern parliamentary governance,
therefore, requires that they be addressed.

Theoretical Justification
The study of subnational coalition formation provides the opportunity
to collect empirical observations concerning behavioral outcomes and
to test alternative causal hypotheses against them. For example, one
set of outcomes that raises a host of theoretical questions concerns
those multiparty governing arrangements that deviate from the more
familiar patterns established in national parliamentary politics. In fact,
our study could begin by making a single observation: in most multi
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party systems with directly elected territorial assemblies, power-sharing
alliances at national and subnational levels of government rarely match.
Despite the numerical possibility of faithfully mirroring the national
government-versus-opposition pattern, regional and provincial coali
tions are frequently "incongruent," with party allies at one level of gov
ernment facing off as opponents at the next.
The phenomenon prevails throughout the European democracies.
The Free Democrats in Germany, for example, participate in regionallevel governments with Social Democrats while playing partner to the
Christian Union parties in Bonn. The conservative parties in France
collude with the extremist Front National in the regions while boasting
a clear and safe distance from the "lepenistes" in Paris. Socialists and
Liberals in Belgium defy traditional ideological divisions to form joint
regional, provincial, and municipal governments while refusing co
operation at the national level. Italian Socialists and Social Democrats
have shared power with the Communists in regional administrations
without any similar arrangements evolving in Rome. Even county
branches of the Conservative and Labour parties in Britain have es
tablished de facto governing coalitions, although this has been un
thinkable in national government.
The puzzle of two levels of the same political party belonging to
different coalition camps raises an array of questions: Are the incen
tives and constraints that compel political parties to ally with one an
other in territorial parliaments the same as those that guide parlia
mentary parties at the national level? For any given party, where are
the fundamental decisions about participation in subnational coali
tions made—at the subnational or the national level? On what bases
are these decisions made? How much influence is brought to bear on
subnational party groups by the national party leadership, and vice
versa? Are governing coalitions at subnational levels more or less re
sponsive to the will of the electorate than those at the national level?
Finally, to what extent do political parties use subnational assemblies
either as experimental laboratories for future national coalitions or as
outlets for diffusing internal party dissent?
Turning to what is a rich theoretical literature on coalitions and gov
ernment formation for answers to these questions proves somewhat
less than satisfactory. Many extant theories are "policy blind." Most
insist that researchers consider political parties to be a priori "unitary
actors" or "single-minded bargaining entities." All but a few view gov
ernment formation as anything but a single-shot "game"—a static, dis
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crete contest that neither is influenced by nor is itself influencing
coalitions being formed at a different time or at different locations in
the political system. No theories address the linkages between party
alliances in national government and those developing in subnational
government. None address the direction of coalition change within the
system. There is little theoretical provision, moreover, for the pro
vincial or regional party group whose coalition preference comes into
conflict with that of its national leadership, for the pressures of main
taining national-subnational congruence, or for the possibility of local
experimentation in alternative alliances for possible future use in na
tional government. Previous efforts have all generally focused on mo
tivation or ideological compatibility as the causal agents. Few, if any,
have suggested that situation or context may systematically condition
what rational actors may be expected to do in coalition situations. In
short, the existing literature is rather ill equipped to deal with the ques
tions that emerge once the analysis of coalition government expands
to include regional and local representative institutions.
Any theoretical approach that intends to have broad, comparative
applicability must start, if not from scratch, then at least at the level
of eclectically borrowing the least objectionable tenets from the exist
ing literature on coalitions, parties, and democratic representation.
The fundamental task, taken up in subsequent chapters, is not to con
coct a model purporting an exact "fit" but to construct some mean
ingful alternative hypotheses and to test for linkages among significant
variables. We need, in short, to develop a lens through which to view
and compare coalition behavior across subnational assemblies. Such a
lens should allow us to arrive at useful comparative generalizations and
at the same time allow us to be sensitive to some of the peculiar qualities
of individual regions, provinces, and parties.

Structure of the Book
This introduction has argued the merits of investigating dilemmas of
coalition politics in subnational parliamentary assemblies, in particular
the well-defined and regularly repeated political act of government
formation. The analysis endeavors to compare the process, its out
comes, and its broader implications for democratic representation.
Our comparison focuses on western Europe and specifically on
three countries: France, Belgium, and Germany. There are compelling
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reasons for considering these three countries as worthy arenas for
intrasystem and cross-national comparison. The countries are differ
ent as are the electoral cleavages that separate their parties. Yet in each
country, recent and major alterations in basic territorial and institu
tional structures have called new attention to fundamental political
processes and performance at regional and local levels. Subnational
governance in each of the three countries runs the full range of pos
sibilities: single-party majorities, single-party minorities, multiparty
coalition majorities, multiparty coalition minorities. Power-sharing co
alitions also demonstrate a variety of characteristics: oversized coali
tions, ideologically "unconnected" coalitions, coalitions of "losers," and
coalitions excluding the party with the plurality of seats. In each coun
try, moreover, parties frequently appear to reject the national coalition
of the day in favor of some alternative regional or provincial arrange
ment, even when election results would allow for a duplication. Simi
larly positioned parties in different regions, when faced with similar
coalition opportunities, are known to choose different strategies. Vari
ation, of both the within-nation and the cross-national kind, begs for
explanation.
In search of explanation, ensuing chapters explore evidence from
a mix of sources. Evidence comes first from historical events data: more
than 260 government formations in the Belgian conseils provinciaux
and conseils regionaux/gewestraad, the French conseils regionaux,
and the German Landerparlamenten since the early 1960s. To these
historical data are added cross-sectional survey data, collected from
608 elected representatives in the three countries in 1992. These
sources are then supplemented by material from 107 interviews con
ducted with deputies, councilors, and party officials during the Sep
tember 1992—September 1993 period. Such evidence should not only
add depth to our existing knowledge of coalition politics in Belgium,
France, and Germany but also demonstrate how coalition arrange
ments in subnational assemblies can sustain or complicate the coalition
environment within any multiparty democratic system.
The book has four parts with nine chapters. In part 1, following
this introduction, chapter 2 provides a formal discussion of the rele
vant literature and its application to our particular research questions.
In doing so, it summarizes the conventional wisdom on coalitions, out
lines the many and varied criticisms of formal theory, and surveys re
cent attempts to use subnational coalitions as alternative data sources.
In this way, we can assess the utility of importing concepts and as
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sumptions from the existing literature for purposes of describing and
explaining the payoffs of government status in Europe's subnational
assemblies. Identifying the stakes for politicians also allows us to iden
tify the key issues for comparative analysis and to evaluate the status
of our current theoretical understanding of those issues.
Part 2 presents theory and methods. Chapter 3 takes a fresh and
ambitious look at coalition theory from the perspective of subnational
institutions. In developing a general theory of coalition formation for
the subnational governmental arena, the chapter constructs testable
hypotheses regarding system-level, group-level, and individual-level
influences on strategic choice. Chapter 4 provides an explanation of
the techniques used to collect and analyze the various kinds of data
assembled for the book. This chapter delineates a three-pronged re
search methodology and defends the logic of the selection of cases for
analysis. The tools of investigation, including events data analysis, at
titudinal survey administration, and elite interviewing, are elaborated
and justified.
Part 3 commences the empirical analysis in earnest, with chapter 5
narrowing the discussion by focusing on coalition politics in three
particular (and in some ways peculiar) European nation-states. The
German (federal), French (unitary/regionalizing), and Belgian (regionalized/federalizing) systems are detailed, including comparisons of
key parties, institutional "rules of the game," and historical patterns
of coalition behavior. Comparisons reveal that, unlike the behavior
posited by existing theory and anticipated by our understanding of
national-level politics, coalition behavior in peripheral legislatures
does not necessarily reflect electoral verdicts, obligatory duplications
of national arrangements, or strict adherence to zero-sum competition.
Chapter 6 asks, "Do electoral competition and electoral verdicts
matter in strategic approaches to power sharing at subnational levels?"
Ideally, the act of majority formation in territorial parliaments should
serve to determine and legitimize the direction of public policy in the
province, region, or state. But when election results are not the most
important influence in the choice of government, the veracity of this
legitimizing function becomes suspect. In such cases, a fundamental
principle of representative democracy—that the government, at what
ever level of the polity, should enjoy the support of the electorate—
seems lost. Combining aggregate-level and individual-level data, the
analysis compares the relative influences of electoral competition, elec
toral accountability, and electoral change on coalition outcomes.
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Chapter 7 suggests that in a perfect democratic world where party
competition and cooperation in regional institutions reflected and re
acted to the opinions and wishes of regional electorates, we would ex
pect regional party groups to enjoy decision-making autonomy in their
own parliamentary affairs. In the imperfect democratic systems of the
real world, however, political decisions that hold weighty consequences
for local voters may become "nested" in the larger, national coalition
game and thus subject to the direction of central party leaders and
other organizational actors external to the region or province. The ef
fort to identify the personal motivations and internal party pressures
that influence coalition behavior in the subnational arena is taken up
in this chapter. Attitudinal data are tested for disparities between subnational councilors and national party leadership. These data suggest
the conditions under which councilors at subnational levels submit to
national party leadership and those under which there is more likely
to be attitude-related conflict over strategic choices.
Part 4 provides applications of the theoretical points made in pre
ceding chapters and presents the principal conclusions drawn from the
study. Chapter 8 broaches the important and timely subject of bottomup coalition influence and change. Here the task is to demonstrate link
age between coalition systems at the national and subnational levels of
government. Can coalitions formed in territorial assemblies restrict or
enlarge the universe of coalitions available to the same set of parties
in a national parliament? Which subnational coalitions are consciously
deemed "proving grounds" for future national governments? Com
parison of individual cases from Belgium, Germany, and France, re
porting firsthand accounts of postelection coalition formations, allows
some substantively interesting political stories to be told that otherwise
would be left out of accounts of multiparty government in the three
countries.
In chapter 9 the discussion returns to the purposes, practices, and
potential of the subnational parliamentary institutions introduced in
chapter 1. In turning away from the particular German, French, and
Belgian cases, this final chapter synthesizes the results garnered from
the empirical investigation and suggests the primary conclusions and
contributions of the analysis. Thus, the book concludes with an agenda
for future research in the fields of subnational parliamentary insti
tutions, political parties, and coalition government.

